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Working towards greater impact and sustainability - the International
Climate Initiative (IKI) evaluation results
The IKI has published the results of the second IKI evaluation cycle (2017–
2022), conducted on approximately 190 IKI projects by independent external
evaluators. These project evaluations are supplemented by a set of summary
reviews (cluster analysis) as well as two strategic evaluations focusing on the
topics of Ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) and Forest and landscape
restoration.
More information on the results and the IKI management planned actions to
address the recommendations are available on the IKI website.
READ MORE

NEWS
'GUCCI' contribution to Gender
The IKI pioneer project GUCCI comes to a
successful conclusion with the development of a
Methodology for gender analysis - piloted in 14
cities in 4 countries!
READ MORE

Urban Living Lab Center launched
A mechanism to boost impact and foster
sustainability, working together with local and
international universities and local authorities through IKI support.
READ MORE

IKI Interface Workshop in China
Read on the annual IKI Interface Workshop held in
March this year with a focus on the significant
interlinkages between biodiversity conservation
and climate action.
READ MORE

Building a shared future for all life
IKI shares on their funded projects in support of the
global framework and the achievement of
biodiversity targets as they mark this years
International Day for Biological Diversity.
READ MORE

Mexico's Green Recovery Approach
Read on the interview with Diego Castañeda
Garza on his advice to the Ministry of Finance in
Mexico, as part of the IKI funded Economic
Advisory Initiative of the NDC Partnership.
READ MORE
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The Gender Assessment and Monitoring of
Adaptation and Mitigation [GAMMA] methodology - a
practical handbook on gender and urban climate
policy
DOWNLOAD

COP26 digest: The significance of Article 6 and CDM
transition outcomes for Africa

DOWNLOAD
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Meet IKI at the 56th sessions of the UNFCCC Subsidiary Body
6 - 16 June 2022
Bonn, Germany
website

Eleventh Session of the World Urban Forum (WUF11)
26 - 30 June 2022
Katowice, Poland
website

Would you like to promote an event in the IKI newsletter? Please send a message to:

communications@z-u-g.org
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Impact of IKI projects on the
ground in Indonesia
watch

Managed Access with
Reserves - A tool that
benefits people and nature
watch
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